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What is BEST? 

BEST at Auburn University is a Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education and workforce 
development program for middle and high school students that promotes 21  century skills.  BEST stands for 
Boosting Engineering Science and Technology, and is a national program with fifty local competition sites in eighteen 
states.  It is administered by BEST Inc, a 501c3 non-profit organization, that sets curriculum and competition 
standards.  The mission of BEST is to inspire 
students to pursue careers in science,
technology, 
through e r

that fosters knowledge, teamwork,
and r tenet of the
program is that it is free to schools; there is no
cost for a team. 

Each year, middle and high school student 
teams are tasked with building a robot to 
compete against other schools in that year’s 
challenge.  Each challenge is based on an 
educational model.  Last year's theme, Current 
Events, was developed and executed by the 
Southeastern Center of Robotics Education 
(SCORE) at Auburn University and challenged BEST teams to design and build a robot that could harvest specific 
types of plastic pollution from ocean gyres and construct an artificial reef. -
energy sports- , -driven robots compete against the 
challenges of the game, not other robots. Each year’s game theme and playing eld is revealed in mid-September.  
Teams are given six weeks to design and build their robot before entering their local competition.  Local 
competitions are held in October.  The top teams advance to one of  regional c .  The eastern 
region’s c , South’s BEST, is hosted by Auburn University.

 
 

 
processes.

BEST is a premier program of the Southeastern Center of Robotics Education (SCORE). SCORE is a STEM education 
resource for K-12 schools across Alabama and beyond. SCORE serves to inspire and prepare future generations of 
STEM professionals by developing and delivering student robotics programs and competitions, online robotics 
resources, and professional development for educators. SCORE programs include BEST Robotics, VEX Robotics, 
Mission 100, summer camps, and much more. To learn more, please visit www.scoreau.org
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What is the 2019 competition theme? - Off the Grid

Beyond food, air, and water, it could be said that there is one commodity that is essential to enable our 
civilization. It surrounds us, we use it countless times day and night, yet we rarely think about it. Then a natural 
disaster takes it away from us, and it is one of the highest priorities for us to get back. 

Electricity is generated in many different ways and transported all over the world via a high voltage distribution 
network. Carefully managed supplies and loads make sure it is available at the flip of a switch, until it isn't. With 
over 200,000 miles of high-voltage transmission lines and over 5.5 million miles of local distribution lines, in just 
the U.S. alone, disruptions are inevitable. When those disruptions affect thousands of miles of grid, like they did 
with hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico in 2017, anything that can help get the grid back up faster is invaluable.

Our linemen have the most dangerous job in the world. Disaster areas are the most dangerous of all because of 
live high voltage wires that have fallen to the ground and the substantial debris and obstacles that exist after 
such an event. A new type of lineman is needed to repair the power grid. Working with robots, the new 
generation of linemen will act as pilots/drivers and interact with the robot by loading payloads and equipment 
to be installed on the grid. 

BEST Robotics is looking for an all-purpose system to repair the electric grid when catastrophe happens. 
Maintenance and repair of the power grid is one of the more dangerous occupations, so this year’s Off The Grid 
challenge to BEST teams is to help mitigate this problem by designing a robotic system to repair aerial high 
voltage lines, residential lines and underground buried cables; to transport and replace line insulators and 
transformers; and to clear and remove ground debris such as trees and limbs. 

Game Objectives

Design and build a robot capable of working with a lineman to perform the following tasks:

• Clear debris from roadways and dispose of the debris safely.
• (Re-)Attach power lines to transmission line towers and residential poles.
• Tension the attached Transmission lines.
• Install residential transformer(s).
• Install substation transformer(s)
• Install electrical conduit in underground trenches.
• Transport transmission line insulators to linemen in the field.



How did BEST start?

 
guides for TI’s Engineering Day.   Together with a group of high school students, they watched a video of freshmen 

 
 

management, North Texas BEST was born. 
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Why is BEST needed? 

 
-  

assembly line, and man walked on the moon.  None of 
that would have been possible without engineering, 
science, and math – or even more fundamentally, an 

 
 

and technical disciplines are losing the youth that will 
 

 
 

 
bachelors degree or higher, and according to Harris 

 
wish to pursue STEM careers. 

- than its 
predecessor, a greater investment must be 

school 
school students. 

addressing the issue at a fundamental level – make 

student self-  
 

the moon. 

 
 

 
BEST is also a diverse 

program  

 
-  

said they decided to study STEM in high school or earlier and 21 percent decided in middle school or earlier. 
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The numbers and geographic scope of students who varies. South’s BEST is a 
regional competition and features nearly seventy teams from Tennessee, Alabama.  
In 2018, 0 teams were from Alabama due to the program’s large presence in the state. Approximately 2,000 
students in grades 5 - 12 attended the South's BEST competition at Auburn University.  The following charts and 
graphs detail a sampling of those students. 
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Middle school students 
account for roughly 37%of 
South’s BEST teams; with 
roughly 63% being in high 
school. 

 
fairly consistent from year-to-
year with roughly 9%female, 
and 1% male.
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36.83  
n

38.84

How are these students impacted? 

 
-solving skills they will carry with 

them regardless of their chosen profession. 

Over 91% of BEST students say they have an increased interest in math, science, and/or engineering because of the 
program. 

 

The most telling example of program success is 89%  BEST students surveyed said 
they plan to attend a college or university.  The national average for high school students is generally 

chart below illustrates survey response at the 2018 South’s 
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How is BEST funded? 
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1  
 

company's . will event screens 
 prominent signage on the game floor at the South's BEST 

 

1
Exhibit space at e available.  Atom sponsors will also be able to design a new award or name an 
e e -shirts, all printed event materials, the game eld, displayed on event 
screens at the event program, and displayed on c  and social media  

inf e p t.  Branded items may be donated 
for dees.  All-access passes to South’s BEST, including hospitality. 

 
 competition t-shirts, event screens at South's BEST, printed in the  

program, and displayed  and social media. Gear sponsors will also be able to design a 
existing award with a multi-year commitment. Company information may be provided for  

 -access pass to South’s 
BEST, including hospitality. 

 
 and social media. Company information may be provided 

-access pass to South’s 
BEST, including hospitality. 

* -
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Sponsorship Levels

level



 

 
 

 
teachers, and volunteers. 
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based on the game theme, 
but  
placement are available at 

 

Logo images, videos, or commercials may be 
displayed on event screens  

Hundreds of  
t- shirts are
produced for
South’s BEST
each year.
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